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ABSTRACT
A periodical is shown having flexible pages wherein is affixed a thin flexible electronic display. The display includes a flexible membrane, control circuitry, and self-contained power source, which may be a thin flexible battery. A display may be affixed to one or more of the pages of the periodical for use in displaying dynamic information or video.
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SELF CONTAINED DEVICE FOR DISPLAYING ELECTRONIC INFORMATION

This U.S. utility patent application claims priority to U.S. Provisional patent application Ser. No. 60/469,984 filed May 13, 2003.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

A. Field of Invention
This invention pertains to the art of methods and apparatuses of displaying information on a thin, flexible display and more specifically to displaying dynamic video in a magazine or periodical.

B. Description of the Related Art
It is known in the art to publish various types of documents such as periodicals, magazines, manuals and the like. Typically, such published documents are printed on flexible pages, which may be comprised of varying paper thicknesses or weights. As is well known in the art, frequently pictures and/or words are arranged on the individual pages of the published document, which may be bound together at a binding. In any case, such published documents are widely known and publicly available for purchase on numerous topics. In a similar manner, instruction manuals are frequently printed with images and/or verbiage for use in guiding a user, for example, through a set up procedure for a purchased item. In all of these printed documents, the data displayed thereon is purely static in that the images do not move but rather are displayed in the typical form as is well known in the art. There are limitations of the static information printed on a flexible page to convey information to the user or viewer. Therefore, it would be useful to convey dynamic information in the form of video and/or audio signals to the user viewing a periodical, magazine, or instruction manual.

The present invention provides methods and apparatuses for displaying such dynamic information in a flexible periodical or manual.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

One aspect of the present invention includes a method for displaying information in a magazine, the steps comprising: providing one or more adjacent flexible pages bound together at a binding; providing a flexible self-contained information displaying means, the self-contained information displaying means including: an electronic display membrane, control circuitry operatively communicated to the electronic display membrane for use in electronically displaying information on the electronic display membrane, and, at least a first power cell communicatively communicated to the control circuitry and display membrane for use in supplying power to the control circuitry; affixing the electronic display membrane to one of the flexible pages; and, automatically displaying at least a first electronically preprogrammed information message on the electronic display membrane.

Another aspect of the present invention includes a step of providing a flexible self-contained information displaying means further comprising: a sensor for use in determining the proximity of a flexible page; and, wherein before the step of automatically displaying at least a first electronically preprogrammed information message on the electronic display membrane, the step further comprising: sensing the turning of a flexible page adjacent to the electronic display membrane.

Another aspect of the present invention includes a step of affixing the control circuitry to the binding.

Another aspect of the present invention includes a step of affixing the control circuitry to one of the flexible pages.

Another aspect of the present invention includes a step of providing a flexible self-contained information displaying means further includes: electronic information storage means.

Another aspect of the present invention includes a step of selectively communicating the electronic information storage means to the control circuitry.

Another aspect of the present invention includes a step of selectively communicating the electronic information storage means to the control circuitry, the step further comprising: preprogramming the electronic information storage means.

Another aspect of the present invention includes a step of providing a flexible self-contained information displaying means, the self-contained information displaying means further comprising: an electronic data receiving port operatively communicated to the control circuitry; and, further comprising the step of: selectively operatively communicating the electronic information storage means to the control circuitry, and, programming the electronic information storage means via electronic data receiving port.

Another aspect of the present invention includes a magazine, comprising: at least first and second flexible pages bound together at a binding; a thin electronic display membrane flexibly attached to the first flexible page; electronic control circuitry operatively communicated to the electronic display membrane; at least a first power cell communicatively communicated to the electronic control circuitry for use in supplying power to the electronic control circuitry.

Another aspect of the present invention includes a magazine, further comprising: electronic information storage means selectively removable with respect to the electronic control circuitry.

Another aspect of the present invention includes a magazine, further comprising: user interface means operatively communicated to the electronic control circuitry.

Another aspect of the present invention includes a magazine, further comprising: sensor means for use in determining the proximity of the at least a first flexible page with respect to the at least a second flexible page.

Another aspect of the present invention includes a magazine, further comprising: audio transmitting means operatively communicated to the electronic control circuitry.

Another aspect of the present invention includes a magazine, wherein the audio transmitting means is a speaker.

The present invention utilizes an apparatus and claimed methods of affixing a flexible display membrane to a flexible page, wherein the page may be an individual brochure or flyer. Additionally, the page may be affixed or bound to a magazine, periodical, or manual as part of the manual itself. In one embodiment, the display includes a membrane which is flexible and which may be affixed to the page as mentioned. Subsequently, the display may include control circuitry also fashioned in a flexible manner and a power source again which may be thin and flexible all of which may comprise the basic flexible display. Additional items may be included in the display including the communications port sensor means and audio transmitting means. The display may be affixed to the page of a periodical as mentioned for use in displaying dynamic information or video. Preprogrammed video messages may be stored in the memory of the control circuitry or display on the flexible membrane.
Still other benefits and advantages of the invention will become apparent to those skilled in the art to which it pertains upon a reading and understanding of the following detailed specification.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The invention may take physical form in certain parts and arrangement of parts, a preferred embodiment of which will be described in detail in this specification and illustrated in the accompanying drawings which form a part hereof and wherein:

FIG. 1 is a plan view of the flexible electronic display.
FIG. 1a is a side view of the flexible electronic display.
FIG. 2 is a plan view of another embodiment of the flexible electronic display.
FIG. 2a is a side view of another embodiment of the flexible electronic display.
FIG. 3 is a plan view of yet another embodiment of the flexible electronic display.
FIG. 4 is a perspective view of a flexible page including the flexible electronic display.
FIG. 4a is a perspective view of a periodical or manual having pages bound together and including a flexible electronic display affixed to one of the pages.
FIG. 5 is a perspective view of a flexible page including the flexible electronic display.
FIG. 6 is a perspective view of a flexible page including the removable electronic display.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

Referring now to the drawings wherein the showings are for purposes of illustrating a preferred embodiment of the invention only and not for purposes of limiting the same, FIG. 1 shows a self-contained electronic displaying device shown generally at 1. The self-contained electronic displaying device 1 may include a display portion 3, electronic control circuitry 4 and a power source 6. The device components may be completely contained within the device 1. That is to say that the device components may form a unitary part. In one embodiment, the unitary device may be contained within a flexible sheath 7. Alternately, each of the display components may be individually contained within separate discrete sheaths 7, as will be discussed in detail in a subsequent paragraph. In any embodiment, the display portion 3 may be electrically communicated to the electronic control circuitry 4, which may control the information displayed on the display portion 3. Additionally, the power source 6 may be communicated to the control circuitry 4 and/or display portion 3 for use in providing power to operate the device 1. In this way, the electronic displaying device 1 is self-contained in that it does not require a separate power source or external circuitry to display information on the device 1.

With continued reference to FIG. 1 and now to FIG. 1a, the electronic displaying device 1 may be a thin flexible electronic displaying device 1 wherein the electronic displaying device 1 may be resiliently deformable when flexed. That is to say that the self-contained electronic displaying device 1 may be bent back and forth without permanently affecting the displaying characteristics of the self-contained electronic displaying device 1. In this manner, the display portion 3 may also be constructed as a flexible display member 3' wherein information stored in the electronic control circuitry 4 may be selectively depicted on the flexible display member 3'. In one embodiment, the display portion 3 may be an electronic display membrane 3. The display membrane 3 may be thin with respect to the width and length of the electronic display membrane 3. By thin it is generally meant that the thickness of the electronic display membrane 3 may be at least an order of magnitude smaller with respect to the display’s width and length. For example, a display membrane having a length of 7 inches or greater may have a thickness of 0.25 inches. It is contemplated in an alternate embodiment that the membrane 3 may have smaller lengths while still having a thickness of 0.25 or smaller. However, any length and/or thickness of membrane 3 may be chosen with sound engineering judgment as is appropriate for use with the subject invention. The electronic display membrane 3 may also be constructed as an opto-electronic device that emits light in the presence of electric current. One such example of the optoelectronic device is an organic light emitting device or OLED. The OLED may be constructed from two or more organic light-emitting material layers fashioned between electrical conductors. When a voltage difference is applied to the conductors, light is emitted from the organic light-emitting material layers, forming a picture element or pixel. Aligning an array of pixels may therefore form a display region or screen. One characteristic of the OLED display screen is that the screen may be flexible and selectively conformed to a curved or contoured surface. In that OLED displays are known in the art, no further explanation will be offered at this time. It is noted that while an OLED display may be used in the subject invention, it is understood that any flexible and substantially thin electronic display may be used without departing from the nature of the subject invention. In another example of an electronic or electrical display membrane 3, the membrane 3 may include individual lights or light emitting means, which may be LEDs that are arranged individually or in an array pattern for displaying information or for attracting attention. In this way, the lighting emitting means may be controlled by the control circuitry 4 and be supplied with power from a power source, as will be discussed further in a subsequent paragraph. However, any light emitting means may be chosen with sound engineering judgment as is appropriate for use with the subject invention.

With continued reference to FIGS. 1 and 1a, control circuitry 4 may be communicated to the electronic display membrane 3. The control circuitry 4 may be comprised of a logic processing unit 9 and memory 11. The memory 11 may include dynamic or static memory, one-time programmable or re-programmable memory, fixed or removable memory, or storage means of any type chosen with sound engineering as is appropriate for use with the subject invention. Additionally, the logic processing unit 9 may include a microprocessor and/or any support peripheral circuitry chosen with sound engineering judgment. The control circuitry 4 may similarly be constructed on a thin flexible material by electrically connecting judicially distributed circuit components mounted on said flexible material. Electrical circuits of this type may be constructed on a flexible material (such as polyester) onto which a thin conducting layer (such as copper) has been robustly attached, forming a 'flexible substrate'. Circuit paths may then be created by removing unwanted conductor; one means of doing so is by depositing on the conducting layer a masking material in the desired pattern and then exposing the substrate to a chemical that etches away the conductor where there is no masking material. Multilayered substrates may be formed, for example, by layering substrates so constructed, and then electrically connecting the different layers through, for
example, drilled holes and the subsequent selective deposition of more conducting material. Circuit components may then be attached in an electrically conductive manner, for example through soldering. Before and/or after components are attached, protective coatings/layers may be applied to the entire assembly. It is also noted that any method of creating a flexible electronic circuit may be chosen with sound engineering judgment. It is also noted that the construction of flexible circuits is well known in the art. Extended from one area of the control circuit may be a communication bus 14 that is connected to electronic display membrane 3. Data from the control circuit memory 11 may be selectively communicated to the display membrane 3 for use in displaying a message on the display membrane 3. The information displayed on the membrane 3 may be a one or more static images or dynamic video, or static or dynamic patterns previously stored in the memory 11 prior to activation of the device 1 as will be discussed further in the following paragraphs. Additionally, the membrane 3 may be monochrome or color. Either may be chosen for displaying information as controlled by the control circuitry 4 of the electronic displaying device 1.

With reference again to FIGS. 1 and 1a, in one embodiment, the power source 6 or power cell 6 may be substantially thin to be received with the sheet 7 of the device 1. The power source 6 may be a thin battery 6′ or a photoelectric cell 6″. The battery 6′ may be a solid state thin film battery 6′ having characteristics similar in size, weight and configuration to paper. Such batteries 6′ may be flexible and substantially thin for use in providing power to the subject invention. The batteries 6′ may also be rechargeable. In an alternate embodiment, the power source may incorporate a photosensor or a solar cell that generates electrical power when exposed to light and/or the sun. In this way, electrical power may be stored and transmitted to the control circuitry 4 and display membrane 3. It is noted that while the power cell 6 may be rechargeable, the power cell 6 is generally a limited capacity power source having a predefined capacity for storing energy. In this manner, the power cell 6 may be a portable power cell 6. It is understood that any type of thin and flexible power source may be chosen with sound engineering judgment including but not limited to combinations of the aforementioned embodiments. The power cell 6 may be communicated to the control circuitry 4 or display portion 3 or any portion of the device 1 via power supply conductors 15 or any means chosen with sound engineering judgment.

With reference once again to FIGS. 1 and 1a, the device 1 may include a communication port 18. The communication port 18 may be communicated to the electronic control circuitry 4 via secondary communication bus 14a constructed in a manner similar to that as described above. However, any manner of constructing communication buses may be chosen with sound engineering judgment that is appropriate for use with a flexible and thin electronic display device 1. The communication port 18 may be directly connected to the control circuitry for use in reading electronic information from and writing electronic information to one or more portions of the control circuitry 4. In this manner, data comprising the information displayed on the display membrane 3 or data used in controlling how the information is displayed on the display membrane 3 may be read or written in any manner consistent with operation of the subject control circuitry 4. In this way, the communication may be used to program, or reprogram, the control circuitry 4 with different messages or different message displaying schemas.

With reference once again to FIGS. 1 and 1a, the electronic displaying device 1 may include a sensor or sensor means 21. The sensor means 21 may comprise a single sensor. However, sensor means 21 may also comprise one or more sensors forming a sensor array 21 functional to sense different conditions surrounding the electronic displaying device 1. In the preferred embodiment, sensor means 21 comprises one type of sensor 21 that may detect the proximity of an object close to the sensor 21. One such object that may be detected by sensor 21 may be a page in a magazine. The sensor may be connected to the control circuitry 4 for use in determining when or how information stored in the control circuitry 4 is displayed on the display membrane 3 as will be discussed further in a subsequent paragraph. The sensor 21 may be connected to the control circuitry 4 in any manner chosen with sound engineering judgment. It is noted that any type, quantity and configuration of sensors may be used with the subject invention including but not limited to light sensitive sensors, pressure sensors, proximity sensors, motion sensors and the like. Additionally, any size and shape of sensors may be chosen with sound engineering judgment that is sufficiently thin for use with the electronic displaying device 1. In one embodiment, sensor means 21 may include a touch sensitive display screen 3 or pressure sensitive sensor covering the top face of the display membrane 3 for use as a user interface. In this way, the display membrane 3 may utilize programmable softkeys that function to interact with the user.

With reference now to FIGS. 2, 2a and 3, alternate embodiments of the electronic displaying device 1 will now be discussed. As previously detailed, FIGS. 1 and 1a show the components of the device 1 juxtaposed to each other with respect to a common plane of reference. Alternate FIGS. 2 and 2a show the display membrane 3 disposed in front of the control circuitry 4 and power cell 6. That is to say that the display membrane 3 is positioned in a different reference plane than the control circuitry 4 and power cell 6. In this way, the viewing area, i.e. length versus width, of the display membrane 3 is maximized by placing the remaining components behind the display membrane 3. This allows for a larger viewing display region to be used where the thickness of the display device 1 is not as critical. In this configuration, the display membrane 3, control circuitry 4 and power cell 6 are still contained in a single sheath 7 or unitary package. FIG. 3 shows yet another embodiment of the display device wherein the display membrane 3, control circuitry 4 and power cell 6 are not included in a single sheath 7 but are interconnected only via conductors 14, 15. In this manner, the display membrane 3 may be placed on a desired surface and the remaining components remotely positioned dependent upon the application. For example, the display membrane 3 may be conspicuously positioned on the exterior of a product and the control circuitry 4 and power cell 6 placed interior to the product packaging. However, it is noted that any configuration of the display device 1 and the components included therein may be utilized in a manner consistent with the present invention.

With reference now to FIG. 4 and FIG. 6, a flexible page containing printed information is shown generally at 30. The information on the page 30 may comprise text, including words, symbols, and the like, as well as images or pictures as shown generally at 32. However, any information, images, pictures, etc. and/or combination thereof may be contained on a page 30 as is well known in the art. It is noted at this point that the page 30 may reside within numerous items including but not limited to a magazine or magazine cover, pamphlet or single sheet brochure, instruction
manual, instruction sheet, emergency exit display, menu, map/atlas, removable self contained "promotional" insert, informational insert, post card, envelopes, jewel case, folder label, bumper sticker, and the like. It is understood that magazine may refer to any general booklet type item that has pages contained therein and held together at a central binding, wherein the binding may include any means for holding the pages of the booklet together. Continuing, the electronic displaying device 1 may be affixed to a portion of the page 30. By affixed it is meant that the electronic displaying device 1 may be permanently or removable placed on the page 30 wherein the electronic displaying device 1 is secured to the page via an adhesive or other means. By removably placed it is meant that electronic displaying device 1 may be selectively detached from the page 30 and placed in a different location for continued viewing. For example, the electronic displaying device 1 may be peeled off of the page 30 and placed elsewhere without affecting the self-contained electronic displaying device 1 display capabilities. Alternately, the electronic displaying device 1 may include a magnetic for placing the electronic displaying device on a magnetically attracting surface for continued display. It is noted that any type of backing may be used on the electronic displaying device for use in remotely placing the device 1 as chosen with sound engineering judgment. This may be accomplished by securing the electronic displaying device 1 to a backing material 33 or by securing the electronic displaying device 1 directly to the page 30. However, it is noted that any means of affixed or securing the electronic displaying device 1 onto the page 30 may be chosen with sound engineering judgment including but not limited to fasteners, clasps and the like. In this manner, the self-contained electronic displaying device 1 may be an integral part of the page 30 for use in dynamically displaying images, video, sound and the like directly on the page 30. That is to say that the page 30 with electronic displaying device 1 is portable and self-contained wherein there is no requirement for an external power supply to supply power to the device and wherein there is no external transmission of display data being sent to the electronic displaying device 1. In this way, the electronic displaying device 1 is self-contained. It is also noted that the membrane 3 may cover any percentage of the page 30 as chosen with sound engineering judgment. In FIG. 4, the membrane 3 is shown to span across the top portion of the page 30. However, in an alternate embodiment, the membrane 3 may be substantially the size of the entire page 30. Although, any size membrane 3 may be chosen with sound engineering judgment.

With reference to FIG. 4a, the electronic displaying device 1 is shown affixed to a page 30 wherein the page 30 is one of numerous pages 30' bound together at a binding 38, as in a periodical, magazine or instruction manual 36. In this embodiment, the electronic displaying device 1 may be affixed directly onto the page 30 bound in the periodical 36 or to a backing material 33 and then subsequently affixed to the page 30. Sensor means 21 may be positioned on the page 30 as well for use in determining when the pages 30' are turned with respect to the page 30 containing the electronic displaying device 1. In this manner, when an associated user/viewer of the periodical 36 turns the pages 30' of the periodical 36 to reveal page 30 containing the electronic displaying device 1, the sensor means 21 senses the opened page and may begin displaying the message contents of the electronic displaying device 1. It is noted the placement of the sensor means 21 may be placed anywhere on the page 30 as chosen with sound engineering judgment. The power source 6 and control circuitry 4 may be placed behind the membrane 3 adjacent to the page 30 or may be placed within the binding 38 of the periodical 36 to conceal the power source 6 and control circuitry 4 from the sight of the user/viewer. In an alternate embodiment, an audio transmitting means 5 may be affixed to the page 30 or may be placed within the aforementioned methods. The audio transmitting means 5 may be a speaker 5 or any other audio transmitting device chosen with sound engineering judgment. In this way, the information displayed on the membrane 3 may be accompanied by audio signals controlled by the control circuitry 4 and powered by the power source 6. The audio signals may be preprogrammed to correspond directly to the displaying of information on the membrane 3. It is noted that the any manner, volume, timing, or the like of transmitting audio signals from the audio signal transmitting means 5 may be chosen with sound engineering judgment. It is also noted that the control circuitry 4 may be programmed to transmit audio signals at randomly chosen intervals for use in drawing attention to the periodical 36 if no activity has been sensed for predetermined amount of time. In this way, the electronic displaying device 1 may be preprogrammed to automatically display information on the membrane 3 and transmit audio information as initiated by the user/viewer.

With continued reference to all of the FIGURES and especially to FIG. 5, as previously mentioned, the membrane 3 may be rectangular. The display membrane 3 may also be configured in alternate shapes such as circles, ellipses, squares and the like. Additionally, the display membrane may also be annular in configuration. That is to say that the display membrane 3 may be fashioned into a ring with no center. The display membrane 3 may also have a wedge shaped configuration. In this manner, the membrane may surround or outline part or all of existing information displayed or printed on a page 30 as previously discussed. Alternately, the display membrane 3 may include one or more separate sections communicated together but not formed as a single contiguous display. That is to say that there may be separate display membrane sections 3. It will be appreciated that the aforementioned embodiments are listed by way of example and should not be construed as a limited list of possible display membrane configurations. Rather, any configuration of display membranes 3 may be chosen with sound engineering.

With reference again to all of the FIGURES, an alternate embodiment of the subject invention will now be discussed. The display membrane 3, as previously mentioned, may be a flexible display membrane 3, which is to say that the bending of the membrane 3 does not permanently or appreciably affect the display characteristics of the membrane 3. Alternately, the display membrane 3 may be substantially rigid. That is to say that the membrane 3 itself will retain its shape, without regard to backing material, to which the membrane 3 may be adhered to. Any manner of affixing the rigid membrane to backing material and/or removing the rigid membrane 3 and remotely placing the device 1 for continued viewing may be chosen with sound engineering judgment.

With reference again to all of the FIGURES, operation of the subject invention will now be discussed. The display membrane 3 may be communicated to the control circuitry 4. Separately, the power source 6 may be communicated to both of the display membrane 3 and control circuitry 4. It is noted that sensor means 21 and communications may also be connected to the device in a manner consistent with the aforementioned methods. As discussed previously, any configuration and/or communication means may be chosen with
sound engineering judgment when connecting together the components of the device 1. Subsequently, the device 1 may be preprogrammed with a display message, which may include pictures, video, audio and the like. It is noted that the display message may be specifically tailored for use with a specific article, for example a magazine page. The device 1 may then be placed onto a backing material and subsequently affixed to the subject article. Alternately, the device 1 may be affixed directly onto the article. It is noted at this point that the power source may be previously charged with power before affixing the device 1 to the subject article. The subject article may then be packaged for normal use as is appropriate for each individual type of article. For example, after the device 1 has been affixed to a page of a magazine, the magazine may then be packaged for shipment to the local sales stand. In an alternate embodiment, the article may be an instruction manual for a purchase item wherein the instruction manual may be packaged within the container or affixed upon the container of the purchased item. Continuing, the article may then be opened by the user wherein the display message of the device 1 may be displayed to the user. It is noted that sensor means may cause the device 1 to display the preprogrammed message automatically. Alternately, the device 1 may be activated by a user interface in a manner consistent with the aforementioned description. The user may then remove the device 1 from the article and place the device 1 in a different location for continued display. Alternately, the device 1 may be preprogrammed to automatically periodically display a preprogrammed message without activation by the sensor means or user interface. That is to say that the control circuitry 4 may be preprogrammed to display a preprogrammed message at predetermined intervals. It is noted that any manner of displaying the preprogrammed message may be chosen with sound engineering judgment. The preferred embodiments have been described, hereinabove. It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that the above methods may incorporate changes and modifications without departing from the general scope of this invention. It is intended to include all such modifications and alterations in so far as they come within the scope of the appended claims or the equivalents thereof.

We claim:

1. A method of displaying electronic graphical information in a magazine, the steps comprising:
   - providing one or more adjacent flexible pages bound together at a binding;
   - providing a flexible self-contained electronic graphical information displaying means, the self-contained electronic graphical information displaying means including:
     - an electronic image display device,
     - control circuitry operatively communicated to the electronic image display device for use in electronically displaying graphical information on the electronic image display device, and,
     - at least a first power cell operatively communicated to the control circuitry for use in supplying power to the control circuitry;
   - affixing the electronic image display device to at least one of the flexible pages, and,
   - selectively displaying at least a first electronic image on the electronic image display device.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of providing a flexible self-contained electronic graphical information displaying means, the self-contained electronic graphical information displaying means further comprising:
   - providing a sensor for use in determining the proximity of the one or more adjacent flexible pages; and,
   - wherein before the step of selectively displaying at least a first electronic image on the electronic image display device, the step further comprising:
     - sensing the turning of a flexible page adjacent to the electronic image display device.

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of:
   - affixing the control circuitry to the binding.

4. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of:
   - affixing the control circuitry to one of the flexible pages.

5. The method of claim 2, wherein the step of providing a flexible self-contained electronic graphical information displaying means further includes:
   - providing electronic information storage means.

6. The method of claim 5, further comprising the step of:
   - selectively communicating the electronic information storage means to the control circuitry.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein before the step of selectively communicating the electronic information storage means to the control circuitry, the step further comprising:
   - preprogramming the electronic information storage means with at least one electronic graphical image.

8. The method of claim 5, wherein the step of providing a flexible self-contained electronic graphical information displaying means, the self-contained electronic graphical information displaying means further including:
   - an electronic data receiving port operatively communicated to the control circuitry; and,
   - further comprising the step of:
     - selectively operatively communicating the electronic information storage means to the control circuitry, and,
     - programming the electronic information storage means with at least one graphical image, via electronic data receiving port.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the self-contained electronic graphical information displaying means is selectively, removably attached to the flexible pages, such that the electronic image display device is still capable of displaying the electronic graphical information when removed.

10. The method of claim 5, wherein the method further comprises the steps of:
    - preprogramming the electronic information storage means with at least one electronic graphical image; and/or
    - re-programming the electronic information storage means with at least one different electronic graphical image.

11. A self-contained electronic graphical information displaying apparatus, comprising:
    - a thin, flexible electronic image display device fixedly attachable to an associated device;
    - electronic control circuitry operatively communicated to the electronic image display device;
    - at least a first power cell operatively communicated to the electronic control circuitry for use in supplying power to the electronic image display device, wherein the electronic image display device, circuitry, and power cell are contained within one housing, wherein the apparatus is selectively removable when attached to the associated device.

12. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein the control circuitry and the power cell are flexible.

13. The apparatus of claim 12, further comprising:
    electronic information storage means being selectively removable with respect to the electronic control circuitry; and,
user interface means operatively communicated to the electronic control circuitry.

14. The apparatus of claim 13, further comprising: sensor means for use in determining the proximity of at least a first flexible page with respect to at least a second flexible page on an associated magazine, wherein the apparatus is selectively, removably attached to the magazine.

15. The apparatus of claim 14, further comprising: audio transmitting means operatively communicated to the electronic control circuitry.

16. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein the control circuitry is programmed to, at predetermined intervals, transmit audio signals or video images.

17. The apparatus of claim 14, wherein the magazine has a binding and the control circuitry is located in the binding.

18. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein the electronic image display device is still capable of displaying the electronic graphical information after removal, the apparatus further comprising:
   at least one sensor capable of detecting the proximity of a person.

19. The apparatus of claim 18, wherein the at least one sensor further comprises means to display an electronic graphical image or emit a sound dependent upon the proximity of the person.

20. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein the electronic image display device is still capable of displaying the electronic graphical information when removed.

21. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein the electronic image display device is resiliently deformable without permanently affecting the displaying characteristics of the self-contained electronic displaying device.

22. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein the display portion is disposed in front of the control circuitry and the power cell.

23. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein the wherein the electronic image display device comprises one or more light emitting devices, arranged in either a predetermined or random pattern, the light emitting devices being selectively illuminated in a predetermined or random pattern.

24. A method of displaying electronic graphical information in an associated magazine having one or more associated pages, the steps comprising:
   providing a thin, flexible self-contained electronic image display device, the device including:
   a flexible electronic image display;
   flexible control circuitry operatively communicated to the electronic image display for use in electronically displaying graphical information on the electronic image display; and,
   at least a first flexible power cell operatively communicated to the control circuitry for use in supplying power to the control circuitry;
   preprogramming the electronic image display device with at least a first preprogrammed electronic graphical information message;
   affixing the electronic image display device to the at least a first associated page; and,
   displaying the electronic graphical information message on the electronic image display device.

25. The method of claim 24, wherein the step of displaying the electronic graphical information message on the electronic image display device, includes:
   automatically displaying the electronic graphical information message on the electronic image display device.

26. The method of claim 24, further comprising the step of:
   selectively removing the electronic image display device from the associated magazine, such that the electronic image display device is still capable of displaying the electronic graphical information.

27. The method of claim 26, wherein the step of providing a thin self-contained electronic image display device, includes:
   providing a thin self-contained electronic image display device having a user interface receiving associated user input; and,
   further comprising the step of:
   automatically displaying the electronic graphical information message on the electronic image display device responsive to the input from the user interface means.

28. A method of displaying electronic graphical information on an associated device, the steps comprising:
   providing a thin, flexible self-contained electronic image display device;
   preprogramming the electronic image display device with at least a first preprogrammed electronic graphical information message;
   affixing the electronic image display device to the associated device; and,
   displaying the electronic graphical information message on the electronic image display device, wherein the electronic image display device is contained within one housing, wherein the housing is selectively removable when attached to the associated device.

29. The method of claim 28, wherein the electronic image display device is still capable of displaying the electronic graphical information when removed.

30. The apparatus of claim 28, wherein the display device has a viewing side and a non-viewing side, wherein substantially all of the non-viewing side is removably affixed to the associated device.

* * * * *